PRIVACY POLICY

Our Platform was built with your privacy in mind. This Privacy Policy (“Policy”) describes
how we, use, share, and secure your Personal Information when you visit the
STADIOPLUS Platform (www.stadioplus.com, stadio.plus ) (the “Platform”) or create, buy,
transfer, or trade NFTs Items in our Market (the “Market”).
By accessing the Site or trading STADIOPLUS Items through the Market, you agree to this
Privacy Policy and our Terms of Use.

Personal information we collect
We may collect information reasonably capable of identifying you as an individual
(“Personal Information”). Personal Information does not include anonymous or
aggregate information that does not identify you as an individual.
●

Visiting the Site or Market: We also collect basic analytics data when you access
or use the Platform through Cookies. See our Cookies Policy below for more
information about the Cookies we use and what data they may collect.

What we do with personal information we collect
We use the Personal Information we collect to:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Make the Platform work and enable you to buy unique digital art;
Provide you with critical updates, confirmations, or security alerts;
Provide support or respond to your comments or questions;
Personalize and improve your experience;
Inform you about products, services, news, or promotional opportunities we think
might interest you;
Analyze and improve our Platform.

When we may share personal information
We rely on service providers to make some of the Platform’s features work, including our
website providers or the company who supports the chat feature. These providers may
have access to Personal Information we collect so they can do this work on our behalf.
We work hard to ensure these providers only access and use your information as
necessary to perform their functions.

Cookies
We also collect basic analytics data through Cookies when you access or use the
Platform. A “Cookie” is a small piece of data or text file stored on the local hard disk of
your computer or mobile device. These include our own first-party Cookies and
third-party Cookies. Some Cookies are only stored temporarily and destroyed each time
you close your web browser. Others may remain on your browser and may collect and
store data for a period of time after you have left the Platform.
How we use Cookies
●
●

●

Functionality: Our Platform uses Cookies to ensure the Platform functions
properly, including page loads or our chat feature.
Performance and Analytics: Our Platform uses Cookies to gather usage and
performance data. This enables us to monitor and improve the Platform’s
performance, our services, and your experience. ****
Google Analytics: We use Google Analytics to understand how users interact
with the Platform and serve you information about products or services we think
you may like. You can find out more about Google Analytics and how to opt-out
here.

How you can control Cookies
If you wish to prevent Cookies from tracking your activity on our Platform or visits across
multiple websites, you can set your browser to block certain Cookies or notify you when
a Cookie is set. For more information on how you can customize your browser’s Cookie
setting please visit the link to your web browser below:
●
●
●
●

Chrome ****
Safari ****
Internet Explorer ****
Mozilla ****

Your rights
You may contact us at legal@STADIOPLUS.com to update or correct any Personal
Information we collected about you.
You can unsubscribe from commercial or marketing communications from us by
contacting us at legal@STADIOPLUS.com or following the instructions at the bottom of
any email you receive from us.

Minors and children
The Platform is not intended for use by children under the age of 18, and we do not
knowingly collect Personal Information from children under the age of 13. If we learn we

collected Personal Information from a child under 13 we will delete that information from
our files.

Third-Party links and services
Our Policy only applies to our Platform and does not apply to third-party websites or
services because we do not control those third parties. We are not responsible for the
privacy practices or content of third-party websites. We encourage you to review the
privacy policies of those third-party sites to learn about their practices or what rights you
may have.

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act
The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) sets forth a Notification and Counter
Notification process initiated by a party complaining of alleged copyright infringement on
the STADIOPLUS Platform. We may share information of the notifying, counter-notifying
party, and any involved third parties, such as a Collector, of an allegedly infringing
artwork to facilitate communication between the relevant parties for the purposes of
complying with or resolving a DMCA dispute or allegation of copyright infringement.

Important limitations
Nothing in this Policy restricts our ability to:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Comply with applicable law, rules, or regulations, including the DMCA;
Comply with a civil, criminal, or regulatory inquiry, investigation, subpoena, or
lawful court order;
Cooperate with law enforcement agencies about conduct we reasonably and in
good faith believe may violate the law;
Protect our rights or our property;
Enforce our Terms of Service; or,
Prevent behavior that is (or that we think may be) illegal or unethical.

Changes to this policy
Our commitment to preserving your privacy will not change, but our Platform may
evolve. The effective date of each version is identified above. If we make material
changes to this Privacy Policy, we will use reasonable means to inform you and, where
necessary, obtain your consent.

Questions
If you have questions about this Policy or how we treat your Personal Information, please
contact us at infol@stadioplus.com

